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UNIQUENESS OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
PREDATOR-PREY INTERACTING SYSTEMS WITH 

NONLINEAR DIFFUSION RATES

Inkyung Ahn

Abstract. In general, the positive solution to biological reaction
diffusion equations is not unique. In this paper, we state the sufficient 
and necessary conditions of the existence of positive solutions, and 
give and the proof for the uniqueness of positive solutions for a certain 
elliptic interacting system.

1. Introduction
For the last decade, intensive studies have been pursuing reaction

diffusion equations modeling of various systems in mathematical biol
ogy, especially the elliptic steady-states of competitive and predator
prey interacting processes with various boundary conditions.

In this paper, we are interested in 나le uniqueness and existence of 
positive solutions to the predator-prey interacting system:

'— av2) in Q
= v(au2 + g (饥)

(1) 〈 ； + kzz = 0 on 3Q
如
OV c
-——卜b。= 0.I on

Here Q is a bounded, smooth domain in R”, U)v are the densities of 
prey and predator, respectively, the functions f^ge C"(Q) are nonin
creasing, and & er, a are positive constants. Moreover, the functions
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p are strictly positive and increasing.
In [1], considering a general form of the above system (1), it has 

been shown that the existence of positive solutions depends on the sign 
of the first eigenvalue of the Schrodinger-type operator. However, in 
general, such positive solution is not unique. In section 4, we state 
the sufficient and necessary conditions of positive solutions to (1) and 
show the uniqueness of such positive solution to the system (1) with 
predator-prey interactions. It is known that for the other two inter
acting models, i.e., for competing and symbiotic interacting systems, 
the positive solution is not unique. For example, the number of posi
tive solutions for symbiotic interactions depends on the number of the 
equilibria of elliptic systems. (See [5])

2. Fixed Point Index
In this section, first we define a fixed point index for compact maps 

which is defined in the positive cone.
Let (E〉P) be an arbitrary odered Banach space with its usual pos

itive cone P. For every open subset U of P and every compact map 
/ : [7 -> F, define i(f U)F) = deg(I — /, U, 0) where I is the identity 
map and deg(I — U, 0) denotes the Leray-Schauder degree with re
spect to zero of the compact vector fi시d / — /, which is defined on the 
시osure of the open set U G E. Then the fixed point index i(/, U)P) 
is well-defined, if f has no fixed points on dU. Denote the fixed point 
index with respect to P by i(J)U、).

Now we state nontrivial fixed point theorem for arbitrary compact 
maps by making use of the fixed point index. The following two lemmas 
can be found in Amann[2].

Lemma 2.1. Let f : Pp P be a compact map, where Pp = Bp(0)n 
P, p > Q. If f(x)丰 Ax for any x e S+p :== (9Bp(0)) A P and every 
A > 1? then Pp) = 1.
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(2)

Lemma 2.2. Let f : Pp P be a compact map such that /(0) = 0. 
Suppose that f has a right derivative f'+(0) at zero such that 1 is not 
an eigenvalue of f'+(0) to a positive eigenvector. Then there exists a 
constant c% e (0, p\ such that for every a e (0, a0]?

(i) z(/, P^) — 1 if 尸+(0) has no positive eigenvector to an eigenvalue 
greater than one.

(ii) R) = 0 if f'+(0) possesses a positive eigenvector to an eigen
value greater than one.

3. Linearization
Suppose that 9 is strictly positive, nondecreasing and concave down, 

and f is monotone nonincreasing C1-function with /(0) > 0.
Consider

——h ku = 0 on 3Q.
on

The following lemma can be found in [1]. Ai(A) denotes the first 
eigenvalue of an operator A.

Lemma 3.1. If 為((¥(())△ + f(0)) > 0, then the equation (2) has a 
unique positive solution in C2(Q).

Let uq be the unique positive solution to the equation (2). We shall 
linearize the equation (2) at u = uq > Q. Define the solution operator S 
in bounded subset of <7(Q) by S(u) = where u is the unique positive 
solution of

—3(司+ Mu = uf(u) + Mu, 
du _ ，、 s———|- ku = 0 on oil 
on

and M is large positive constant number which makes the right hand 
side of (3) positive. Observe that S(uq) = uq. Also define the solution 
operator & of linearization by Slw = r, where v is the unique solution 

(3)
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of

' —9(为)△幻 + Mv = w/(s) + w • sf(s、) + M인
(4) < dv' -——I-物=0 on 3Q・

< on

Lemma 3.2. S is Frechet differentiable at u = u() e C(Q) and 
S0o) = Sl.

Proof. To show

II S(uQ + w) - S(w) — SL(w) ||= o(|| w II), 

where the norm is taken in C(Q). we replace w by u for convenience. 
Let II u ||oo be small. Also let u = S(uq + u) and v = Sl(u). Then we 
have:

(5) -△初 + Mu/(p(u} = (uQ + u)f(uQ + u)/(p{u) + M(uq + u)/ip(u),

⑹ 一 △«()+ Muq/(p(uq) = uof(uo)/^(uo) + Mu0/(^(u0)7

(7)

-△0 + Mv/if>(uo) = uf(u0)/(fi(u0) + Mu/tp(uo) + u • (統))/9(3°).

Denote A and B as follows:
A = u[f(u0 + 饥/夕(히 一 f(吸))/火(統))]

+ uQ[f(uQ + 一 j(uo)/(p(uo)

一 z/(«o)/(Q(街))]+ Mu[l/(p(u) 一 l/s(%)]

+ Mu0[l/(p(u) 一 1/饥街))].

B = Mu[1/(p(uq) — l/(p(u)].

Subtracting (5) and (6) from (7) provides that

'-92(no)A(£t -uq-v) + M{u -uq-v) =(p(uq)[A - B],
< d(u-u0-v)

------- ----------- F k(u — uq — v) = 0 on dll.on
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Noting that as « —> 0, & t iz()= it is easy to see that 

\\ A — B ||= o(|| iz II) as 0 

and so

II 8(uq + u) — S(如)—Sl(U) || = || u — uq — v^= o(|| u ||).

□

4. Uniqueness of Positive Solutions

In this section, we consider system (1):

'_(p(u)Z\u = u(f(u) — av2)
= v(clu2 + g (幻)) 

du
< -——卜物=0 on dQ.
如 av
為一 +冋=0.

I on

Since the system (1) has predator-prey interactions, we expose the as
sumptions:

(Hl) /, g are C1-functions and nonincreasing with /(0) > 0, g(0) > 
0, and a > 0 is a constant.

(H2) There exist positive constants c17 c》such that

f{u) < 0 for tz > ci,

g{y) v 0 for t;〉c2.

(H3)代 p are C^functions and nondecreasing, concave down in % 
respectively. Moreover, > 5 > 0 for some 3.

We denote by 入1卢。4), 서©(4) the first eigenvalue of an operator A 
under the boundary conditions d-/dn + k・=0 and d-/dn + s = 0, 
respectively. Also denote by uq a unique positive solution to

'_(p(u)Z\u = u了(u\
< du

-——卜物=0 on dQ.v on
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and by vq a unique solution to

'= vg(v\
< 空 + ce = 0 on dQ.
I on

Next we state the existence theorem for system (1) without proof 
because the theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 in [1]. 
So for the proof of this theorem, refer to [1].

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the conditions (H1)-(H3) holds.
(i) If /(O) < Aia(-(/?(0)A)7 then (1) has no positive solution.
(ii) Suppose g(0) > 入也(—奴())△). The system (1) has a positive 

solution if and only if /(0) — av^ > Ai,k(-^(0)A).
(iii) Suppose g(0) < 入成(-*(())△). The system (1) has a posi

tive solution if and only if /(0) > 入顷(一3(O0) and au^ + g(0) > 

人 l,c「(一例())△)•

We give the uniqueness of positive solutions to our system which is 
the main result of this paper.

Theorem 4.2. The positive solution of our system (1), if it exists, 
is unique.

Proof. Let (u*) be a positive solution to the system (1). Then 
u < Ci and v < c2, by the strong maximum principle, and || u ||ci(q), 

II v ||ci(Q)< Pi for pi〉Gl,(2 Let p — P\~^~ 1 and E = [(7'(Q)]2. Define 

A'. Pp'= cl{u e F : ||?i|I </)}—> P via

A{u, v) = ((-^(*)A + M)-1[u(/(u) 一 av2) + M씨,

(—?〃(•)△ + M)~1[v(au2 + g(v)) + Mv]),

where M is chosen so large that —q max(|/,(?z)| ： G Q, 0 < tz < 
ci} - {|/(ci) - 成:2이} + Af > 0 and -c2max{|y(v)| : 0 < < c2) -
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|g02)| + M > 0, and M is not an eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem

—9(・)M = M)in Q, 

77— + k0)— 0 on 3Q. 
on

Each coordinate of >1 is a compact operator, so A itself is a compact 
operator. Note that (u, v) is a nonnegative solution of (1) if and only 
if it is a fixed point of A. Let (u, v) be a positive fixed point of A. 
Assume A > 1. If (&)&) is an eigenpair of ・4'(S0)(see Lemma 3.2), 
then we have

(8) v) :: = A ::

Let u、be a solution of

'—(p(u、)Z\u + Mu = uf(u) + Mu^
< du
k + 切二二 0 on dClI on

and Vi a solution of

f T顿、企v + Mv = vg(v) + Mv^
< dv

———[-kv — Q on 3Q.I on

For the simplicity we use the following notations:

S = (—9(編)△ + M厂％ 2 = 0,1,

* =(—奴肅△ + "厂％ 2 = 0,1,

F(S v) = f(u) 一 av2 + uf\u) + M, 

G(S v)=爾2 + g(硏 + vg\v) + M.

Then by lemma 3.2,

人（S万）=(9)
U0F(urv) Uo[-2auv]
VQ\2auv] VqG(u,v)
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From (9) we have that

U°F(瓦硏& + U“—2薄')& =入&

and
VQ2auv^ +切 & =入 &.

These imply that

(10) —[尸& + 1/人顼0")& + 1/入•(—2閱0)& = 0

and

(11) —+ 1/A- G(u,切& + 1/A - (2函诃)& = 0.

Thus "(10) • & + Jq(11) • & provides

(12)

On the other hand, we get

入顷[—[尸+ 1/，"叩")]

< Ai,K[</?(t4i)A + (f(u) - av2 + uf\u))]

< 人i,』#)(*)△+ f(히]

=0.

Similarly,
서"—峪+ 1/入 . G(& 切] < 0.

Let T = m(x)A + q(x), m € C"(Q), q € L°°(Q). Since the first 
eigenvalue of T under homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is 
less than or equal to the one under homogeneous Robin condition (see 
Ch 11 [6]), the le仕 hand side of (12) is less than zero by the variational 
property of the first eigenvalues. This contradiction shows that 人(以,v) 
has no eigenvalue greater than or equal to 1, hence @/)) = 1 by
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Lemma 2.2. However, using homotopy invariance and normalization 
property of the index, one can show that /(4 Pp) = 1 using Lemma 
2.1. Therefore (五,v) is the only positive solution to our system. □
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